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Abstract  

 

This article activates, validates and strengthens the reference in my other articles to “Our 
greatest trustable truth.” It’s a green switch tool that the United Nations has declared we need 
to stop our suicidal war against Nature. Without it, we excessively felt-sense think and relate in 
our archaic, Steady State Universe paradigm while, scientifically, we real-time exist as part of 
the life of Nature’s Spacetime Universe that flows around and through us continually. Because 
in and as it, all things, including us, grow as a single, self-correcting universal lifeform, moment 
by moment, our “mechanical vs alive” universe paradigm creates destructive conflicts that 
break apart our lives and the world. In this applied ecopsychology article, as a conflict remedy, 
its green leaf logo creates 54-sense, great trustable truth moments that activate Nature’s 
healing unity. Since forever as now, they are Nature’s wordless attraction to begin life and 
justifiably love its dance into being, growing and regenerating. This liberates Nature’s otherwise 
blocked and wounded ways that adulterate our society’s “Nature,” “Gods,” “Love,” and 
“Honesty.” This article lets Nature’s healing and wellness energies beneficially flow again. 
 

 

 
A selfie taken by the life of Nature’s Spacetime in Alaska 



 
Article   

 
The United Nations’ Secretary General has declared that we are waging a suicidal war against 

Nature; he says that this physical and moral conflict damages all things as it breaks our world 
and that a “Green Switch” must be pulled to stop this catastrophe. 

This article validates part of the Pristine Truth green switch attraction ( ) that I authenticate 
in the peer-reviewed articles Pristine Truth Ecopsychology and Natureness in Action. On this 
page it is an attraction force that is invisible but present after every word in this article, a 

unifying power that motivates the reader to continue reading the next words.   I make it 
visible again in the Conclusion.  
 
 
This article substantiates the fact that by 75%, we are committing ecocide by winning our war 
against Nature as we omit my illuminating experience below in a natural area that anybody can 
authenticate by repeating it for themselves. 
 

 
I asked the canyon, “What is the difference between your life and my life? 

 

“On an August day in 1965, a freak thunderstorm compelled me to ask the 

Grand Canyon Wilderness, where I was backpacking, if it was alive and how 

http://www.ecopsych.com/NATILLUSTRATED.pdf
http://www.ecopsych.com/NATILLUSTRATED.pdf


its life was different than mine. No surprise, the Wilderness said nothing 

because Nature’s flow doesn’t use or know words. Soon, however, the 

answers became obvious then, as right now, too. 

 

‘Nature can’t speak and I/humanity can.’ 
 

‘If Nature dies, I’d die so Nature has to be alive.’ ” 
 

This pristine truth rules throughout this article and its origins. That makes it 
exceptionally trustworthy and useful. 

 
 
The conflicts we suffer around and in us arise because, since Nature is wordless, the words we 
speak remove us from the life of Nature’s self-correcting flow around and through everything 
including us. This loss is critical because the flow grows the life of all things and vice versa, 
moment by moment.  
 

 
A selfie taken by our suicidal war with Nature 

 
Since, in reality, our words are artificial substitutes for Nature’s wordless life-giving ways, they 
don’t have Nature’s life-giving powers. This is a profound loss that we call “death.” It occurs 
when we depend on and overuse words that don’t reconnect us with Nature’s flow. That war 
crime is what’s breaking our lives and world and it includes the words of this essay with one 
momentous exception.  



 
Continually, the source of this article’s words is aware of this challenge so it is a Pristine 
Truth tool that can bring our personal and global lives back into balance. The tool’s 
nature-reconnecting “right words” continually resolve our wordless vs words conflict. 
That’s what these very words are beginning to do here now. 

 
Sadly, and for-profit, our society does not insist that we learn to use the Pristine Truth tool that 
reverses the destructive loss and imbalance that our excessive nature-disconnecting words 
create.  To correct this sin of their omission, this article gives you the right words right now so 
you may accomplish this critical feat. The right words are “Pristine Truth” as the next paragraph 
demonstrates. 
  

Please Note that you can scan down the remainder of this page while knowing that you 
can benefit from its message 550% better by enjoyably discovering your greatest truth 
and strengthening it with a phone call to 360-378-6313. This works because the call 
activates your 54 senses, not just five.. 
 
Most folks don’t call because they fear it may further injure them on the war with 
Nature battlefield that we call “normal.”  Writing and reading things is safer. It provides 
“Foxhole protection from the war,” but it is 550% less effective than safe, real-time, 
contacts with people, places and things. This occurs because the words that appear here 
are not in spacetime synchronicity with me, their author, who wrote them on January 
12, 2024.  Note too, that the telephone call is required if you want certification for or a 
degree in Applied Ecopsychology. Do you recognize that the phone call’s real-time 
contact prevents creating or supporting the conflicts that produce our Earth Misery 
 

 
Our Pristine Truth Paradox and Tool.   
 
A UNIFYING QUOTE “The greatest truth in your life that you can trust is that you are reading 
these words here and now.” That’s because the quote’s words validate the unifying Pristine 
Truth that you exist and are alive, that you can use words, and that you’re attracted to continue 
reading here.  
 
The quote is true for anybody who reads it because its words disconnect it from Nature and 
then re-connect the things that they have disconnected.  

http://www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html


 
A selfie of objective science conveying facts while nature-disconnected 

 
Pristine Truth is undeniably accurate because it says when and where it’s happening.  “When” 
and “where” are this instant’s life of Nature, our Spacetime Universe.  More than 70 years ago 
It replaced our archaic Steady State Universe model. 
 
When I ask folks what is the greatest truth in their life that they can trust and it is not the 
deteriorated state of  “Nature,” “Love,” “Gods” or “Honesty” today, they usually don’t know 
what it is. They may have spent the whole 84 years of their life not knowing their greatest 
trustable truth and suffered from misguiding information accordingly. This explains why we are 
vulnerable to the tragic lies we are fed and why we create them. Over 99.9% of our lifetime, we 
are out of tune with the self-correcting truth of our lives and all of life. 
 
The quote, “You are reading these words here and now.”  is a powerful truth and unifier 
because it includes in words the essence of Nature’s wordless unity as follows.   
 

1. It puts the non-verbal unity of Nature’s life into words that express Nature rather than 
remove Nature’s attractions and intentions because it can’t speak them. 

2. It enables the quote to include wordless Nature itself stating in words that it is part of 
the quote. (“Here” and “now” are the life of Nature in the quote, the “space and time” 
of its life in words.)  

3. The quote is the unadulterated reality of Nature’s and our life in action. As you read it, 
its words precisely convey that it is you doing what you are doing, i.e., you are reading, 
registering, growing and being moment by moment. 



4. It accurately represents Nature’s/your life identically acting as a verb, an “ing,” a doing, 
action, or sensation that occurs in the present.  

5. It confirms the existence of itself, Nature, us and our many senses that register and 
chronicle it, including our senses of consciousness, reason and literacy.   

6. The experience remains a constant spacetime truth that grows with us and 
substantiates our and Nature’s pristine truth as we change and grow, no matter what 
we do. 

7. It enables Nature to express itself and that is a momentous spacetime act that lets local 
acts immediately be the global difference that is missing and needed. 

 
 
Unlike these words that you are now reading, the unifying quote goes beyond just being an 
explanation. It includes doing what it says it is doing rather than being a distortion that says 
something but does not have the ability to do or demonstrate it. This is significant because 
without implementing pristine truth, our lives and the world are breaking apart. This is because 
we are living out the lies that create our disorders as they excessively separate us from 
Nature’s ever-unifying attraction power. The quote brings all things at once into Nature’s 
beauty, balance, and purity, moment by moment, with air, indoors or outdoors, or, better still, 
in a natural area.  
 

 
A selfie of natural attraction in action 

 
Note that the quote’s meaning at this point of the article is different than when it first appeared 
above because here and now it consists of different time, space and information. 
  



Here’s a major paradox. If I ask you right now what is the greatest truth in your life, and it is 
definitely not today’s destructive corruption of Nature, Love, Gods, or Honesty, you probably 
still don’t know what it is.  
 
This happens because, as above, your Greatest Trustable Truth is not the increasingly tragic 
way that we today practice and know “Ourselves, Nature, Love, Gods or Honesty.” Without the 
benefit of Pristine Truth, their accuracy and value is compromised and our trustable faith in 
them is lost.   
 
What else, then, can your Greatest Trustable Truth be?  Scientifically, it must exist because it’s 
true that you exist as part of today’s insanity..  
 
Our trustable truth is a key to mental health and reasonable relations. We must use it to stop 
creating and suffering our lies and conflicts while, to our loss, it’s being withheld from us for 
profit. 
 

Let me help resolve this conflict by adding here some information about my 1965 Grand 
Canyon moment of pristine truth when I asked, as aforementioned, “What is the 
difference between your life and mine?’’  

 
At that moment, as now, my/your DNA consists of 20% plant genes that are 500 million 
years old, as are our animal genes. 

 
My immediate and influencing environment then was 7000 feet below the rim of the 
Grand Canyon. I was leaning against and surrounded by Brahma Shist that natural 
attractions formed almost two billion years ago.  
 
That shist is part of the life of Earth whose planetary essence started as natural 
attractions that grew dust and gas almost six billion years ago.  

 

I was in Planet Earth, that is in the Milky Way Galaxy that was attracted to form 13.5 
billion years ago and is our starlit night sky now. However, it is only one of a 
mindboggling two trillion additional wordless galaxies that have grown with and as the 
life of our expanding universe that we call Nature.  All its atoms are the same as our 
personal atoms and all of ours are replaced in us by atoms from the environment every 
few years. 

 

Since in our Spacetime Universe, like any other life form, all things in it happen and grow 
at once.  I was and sensed all of the billions of galaxies that grow and consist of atoms 
and their sub-atomic relationships that I/we consist of, so, on an atomic level, our life is 
their life, and vice versa. That’s what we feel when we have a peaceful experience in a 
natural area.   

 

I became aware that the major difference between all of the above and me is that I/we 
guide our lives with words that are otherwise presently unknown to the spacetime life 



of two trillion galaxies and their stars since their Big Bang birth and origin 13.7 billion 
years ago.  

 

 
A selfie of Pristine Truth’s source 

 

I began to learn that until humanity and our attraction to our words appeared less than 
a million years ago, spacetime did not abstract itself with words. I realized that, when 
uncorrected, words are unknown and incomprehensible forces that manipulate or 
conquer Nature. They act like foreigners that disrupt, until corrected, the life of 
speechless Nature and violate its attraction to grow and diversely increase its attractive 
perfection. Being wordless, Nature can’t complain about this trespassing or hire a 
lawyer. It remains silent, so we give its natural area existence few legal rights of their 
own.  

 

As I have grown in contact with natural areas, I felt-sense discovered from experience 
that spacetime self-organizes and guides itself around, in, and as me through attractions  



that wordlessly balance harmoniously with each other. They procreate and grow their 
eons of self-correcting space and time to live in moment by moment.   

 

I now reasonably sense, feel and think that we are the same as spacetime when our 
Pristine Truth words attractively connect us with its natural areas.  Without this contact 
our words excessively disconnect us from them and addict us instead to nature-
disconnected relief.  This furthers our nature-isolation problems. 

 

Please Note that you can enjoy discovering your greatest truth and 
strengthening it with a phone call to 360-378-6313.  

 

When you do call, in fun ways I or others explore with you your response to the 
question “What is the greatest truth in your life that you can trust and it is not Nature, 
Gods, Love or Honesty because they have been corrupted.  

 

In this telephone-contact spacetime, unlike these words here, in seven minutes, from 
direct sensory contact with Nature, you enjoy, validate, and can create moments that 
teach 1-7 above as it grows from your life experiences and education.   

 

You discover that your greatest truth is that you are a verb, that every instant contains 
“I am” speaking, hearing, feeling, thinking, seeing, registering and relating to things via 
54-senses. “I can hear your voice…feel this seat…am holding this phone, I’m thinking 
about this, breathing, wondering etc.  You love, own and sense an equivalence to this 
entire article that is 550% stronger than it because your natural area spacetime contacts 
reinforce it when you make space for them to do so.  In Nature, this is the opposite of 
falsely learning that “I am” is a form of conceit. That’s how we are taught to lose or 
invalidate ourselves and suffer accordingly. 
 

 
A selfie of our essence connecting with a community of others. 



 
You also can opt to connect with a community of others who have also had this telephone or 
first-hand experience. They are usually attracted to further it through supportive friendships with 
you and others who hold this pristine truth in common.  This can develop wonderful reasonable 
friendships or more.  

 
 

PRISTINE TRUTH LEARNING: HOW TO TRANSFORM OUR WAR WITH NATURE INTO THE 
UNIFYING LOVE OF ALL THINGS AT ONCE.  

 

The Sequence  0 1  2  3  4  5  6 7  8  9.  

 

Mathematics is as close as we get to being accurate in our society. It works because the 
sequence of its numbers/symbols is consistent, which is congruent with how Nature and time 
work, one singular moment after another. This uniformity allows any changes in the sequence 
to be noticed and dealt with or learned from.  

 

The sequence only works, however, if its first step is accurate. Otherwise, everything that 
follows will have the same warp until it’s corrected.   
 
Pristine Truth works because its foundation is its grounding in the balanced and beautiful 
natural area life of Nature’s Spacetime Universe as its eons flow around and through us and all 
things moment by moment. 
 
Each step along the way first repeats the foundation step and then grows from or with it. When 
it doesn’t do that, it starts a different sequence so the total loses its value because it can’t be 
trusted (as above, bold numbers 1- 5 become small numbers 6 - 9 ). A clock does the same thing 
once it is set to the wrong time.  
 

 
A selfie of our roots in Nature sequence as it increasingly omits pristine truth 



Sadly, the ability of Project NatureConnect’s remedy for this catastrophe, its Pristine Truth 
network and blueprint, have been blocked from society so most things are conflicting and 
worrisome rather than unifying and harmonious.  Pristine Truth’s absence explains why we 
suffer our increasing war on Nature catastrophe. You can safely experience the how and why of 
its disappearance and learn how to remedy it by visiting our high-tech mind-reading camera. 
 
Here, we will now apply the truth of mathematics sequence to discover and remedy our tragic 
loss of the greatest truth in our life that we can trust.   As aforementioned, it’s not Nature, God, 
Love, or Honesty because without Pristine Truth, their lies and corruption continue to 
deteriorate personal, social, and global well-being.   
 

 Again note that you can best enjoyably explore your greatest trustable truth and 
strengthen it in a phone call to 360-378-6313.  

 
Instructions Simply check off each step in the following sequence when you know it’s true for 
you. 
 

1.  (  ) You exist in this moment. You know this because you can pinch yourself and feel it 
and can read these words. If you did not exist, you could not do this or anything else. 
 

2. (  ) You are alive at this moment. You know this because you can react to these words, 
move your fingers, and breathe.  If you were “dead” you could not do this. 
 

3. (  ) You can use and understand words and Nature can’t. In this way your human life is 
different than anything else in Nature. 
 

4. (  ) Here and now are space and time and, therefore, can logically be called spacetime. 
 

5. (  )  If you were going to meet someone, knowing just the place to do it would not make 
it true, ie, make it happen in reality. 
 

6. (  )  If you were going to meet someone, knowing just the time to do it would not make 
it true, ie, make it happen in reality. 
 

7. (  )  If you were going to meet someone, knowing both the place and time, that 
spacetime could make it happen. 

http://www.pristinetruth.net/
http://www.pristinetruth.net/
http://www.ecopsych.com/webstrings1000nat.html
http://www.ecopsych.com/mindread.html


 

 
A Selfie of Pristine Truth Spacetime 

 
8. (  )  You could have chosen to stop reading this page anywhere up to this moment or 

right now, too 
 

9. (  )  That you did not choose to stop reading this page up to this moment means that 
some attraction you hold motivated you to continue reading it.  
 

10. (  )  You are now aware that some attraction is motivating you to continue reading here 
right now until you feel you are attracted to do something else instead and stop reading. 

 
11. (  ) You know that it’s stlll absolutely true that you are reading these words.  

 
12. (  )  It’s absolutely true that your life is attracted to exist, live, breathe and can act 

while you are reading these words here and now.  
 
This Pristine Truth is undeniably accurate because it includes when and where it’s 
happening.  “When and where” is the moment-by-moment life of Nature, our 
Spacetime Universe. More than 70 years ago, its arts and science replaced our archaic, 
mechanistic, Steady State Universe model. 



13. (  ) You could not do #12 if “here and now” did not exist. 
 

14. (  ) The indisputable truth of your life in #12 is existential; those words are always 
attractive, available and reliable, so you don’t have to prove them true.  

 
 

 
A selfie of strengthening our greatest truth by doing it. 

 
15. (  ) When you are attracted to having your truth strengthen you in anything you are 

doing, simply change “reading these words” in #12 into words that say what you are 
doing at that time. 
 



16. (  ) Doing #15 brings the wisdom and happiness of your greatest trustable truth  into 
your life instead of you feeling at risk, like a soldier drafted into our insane war against 
Nature. Helping someone else learn to make this critical transition with you makes its 
power and benefits stronger for all things.  
 

 
A selfie of our wordless and verbal Pristine Truth  

 
17. (  ) Have 1-15 been effective enough?  Have they 550% increased your resilience and 

wisdom so you can enthusiastically transform your war zone trauma into interactive 
real-time therapy while safely in your foxhole?  Is your wellness 49-sense stronger than 
when not strengthening your great truth?  
 



18. (  ) Bring your Greatest Truth’s sense of reason into a shopping mall and later into 
nature’s beautifully balanced peace in a natural area. Note which of the two makes 
more sense by feeling sensible and being more lasting. 
 
Via 1-16, above, you can now be at one with nature via breathing Nature’s air,  or better 
still via natural area attractions. Whatever you sense think or feel in your greatest 
trustable truth moments is also nature doing the same. What you and your words 
discover explore and value in Nature, you and it do the same for you. Because 
everything at once is part of the growth of our Spacetime Universe, it’s wisdom is 
inherently yours and vice versa when your great truth connects with it.   
 

19. (  ) Note that your greatest truth works because your “quote” sentences include their 
validation by including “here and now” in them. This shares you word gift with Nature’s 
wordless spacetime wisdom from day one, even before the big bang, as now.   
 

20. (  ) Note that #19 promotes recovery and mental health because it enables Nature, 
including words, to share with you its existing antidote for every poison or injury it 
sustains. Sharing this gift with another person helps you grow lasting relationships with 
them. They include graceful guidance with words by a natural area’s attraction energy 
as it simultaneously streams through them, you and all things.    

 

 
            A selfie of “Sharing this gift with another person.” 

 



21. (  ) If I ask you now, “What is your Greatest Trustable Truth?” would your answer be #12 
in first person? 
 

NOTE When, at this point, I ask folks to send me an email that describes what the 
Greatest Trustable Truth in their life is, their email usually contains an accurate 
summary of 1-20 above. However, what its greatest truth should be is “I am writing 
you this email.” This error happens because their thinking has habitually left 
spacetime/now and returned to the war zone. This phenomenon continually 
decreases as they participate in Pristine Truth activities while helping others do the 
same.   
 

22. Please Note that you can still reasonably enjoy checking out and strengthening your 
greatest trustable truth with a phone call to 360-378-6313.   

 
 

Conclusion  
 
As aforementioned, this conclusion includes a motivating spacetime attraction “symbol” to 

continue the article  and your life ( ) by reading the next sentence as it is validated in Pristine 
Truth Ecopsychology: the Natureness Remedy.   
 
Scientifically, in the beginning, before the Big Bang, as now, there was/is a wordless energy, 
Nature. It’s life became attracted to then, as now, procreate and continue itself attractively, to 

love the dance of life into being. ( ).   Can you feel it right now?   It’s attracted your, and 

everything else’s life to be attracted to each next word here.   It’s doing that this instant.   
This moment is the beginning of your next moment, except if your words say that this truth is 
less attractive than some other attraction.  However, if you listened to that lie you would not be 

at this word.  Thankfully, your words doing that  was a stronger attraction than not doing 

it because your greatest trustable truth is where you are right now.   

If you would like to feel that  attraction stronger, hold your breath.  You will soon 
wordlessly feel greater attraction to being the attractive person that you are, and you 

will be able to validate this with words, too.   Remember that the air you breathe is 
created by plant life. As you breathe it, Earth breathes you.   

Note that in our human world of words, “attraction” is the essence of love.  Use Pristine 

Truth to instantly live in peace and become more attractive to all things.  
 
 
 

The Chant of Pristine Truth (key of A)  

“This is the wisdom of the ages; the only truth is love.”    

 

 

http://www.pristinetruth.net/
http://www.ecopsych.com/IJE.pdf
http://www.ecopsych.com/IJE.pdf


Here and now, the reader’s life experiences  in this article identify and 

define the constructs and terms I use here and in my reference books and 

articles below. You can use them to unify your great trustable truth with 

anything because their heartfelt accuracy simultaneously works personally and 

globally.  

 

Nature is since forever, as now, its beautiful, wordless attraction to begin 

life and justifiably love its dance of everything into being and growing 

harmoniously. 

 

Spacetiming supports Nature’s life and vice versa, It’s our Standard Big 

Bang Universe, as it begins and grows/expands moment by moment. 

 

Pristine Truth is unadulterated spacetime and its history in action 

 

Natureness is the self-correcting essence of Nature and its flow around, 

through and as us and all other things. 

 

Humanity is Nature with the unique ability to create and use words and 

their stories. 

 

Attraction is the essence of love, its attractive desire to live in balanced 

diversity.  

 

Life is its love to live and support life attractively. 

 

Natural System Thinking Process is a web-of-life blueprint model of 

Nature. 

 

Green Switch is the application of otherwise missing Pristine Truth 

 

Earth Misery is the result of humanity’s words excessively disconnecting 

us from Nature. 

 

Greed is the outcome of excessively or addictively wanting things 

because our excessive loss of nature’s love makes us feel that we never 

have enough. 
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